BORZOI CLUB OF AMERICA
2005 NATIONAL SPECIALTY
MESQUITE, TEXAS
JUDGES

All Regular & Non-Regular Classes: Dr. James Sillers
Sweepstakes: Mrs. Carol Kubiak-Zamora
Futurity: Mrs. Karen Ackerman
Obedience: Mrs. Ginger Pugh
Junior Showmanship: Mrs. Murrel Purkhiser

Best of Breed

CH. MAJENKIR MY FANTASTASIA
 Owners: Karen Staudt-Cartabona and Roni and Jennifer Zucker (Bitch)
Best of Winners/Best Bred By Exhibitor In Show (Bred By Exhibitor Bitch)

JUBILEE CELESTIAL LUMINATION

Breeders: Cindi and Paul Gredys. By Ch. Renaissance General Patton, CD, JC, CGC – Ch. Kyrov’s Jubilante Hallelujah, CGC.

Owner: Cindi Gredys

Best of Opposite Sex

CH. ZABAVA MERCURY, JC

Breeders: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra. By Mariza Forever Glacial – Ch. Zabava Winter Berry, JC.

Owners: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra (Dog)
Winners Dog (Bred By Exhibitor Dog)

JUBILEE FLAMING SWORD O’EDEN

Breeder: Cindi and Paul Gredys. By Ch. Renaissance General Patton, CD, JC, CGC – Ch. Kyrov’s Jubilante Hallelujah, CGC.
Owners: Cindi Gredys and Laura Hyatt

Best Puppy In Classes (6-9 Dog Class)

KACHINA-VALESKA DREAM DANCER

Breeder: Carol Enz. By Ch. Valeska Wilder Shores of Love – Ch. Valeska Afterglow.
Owner: Carol Enz
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Best In Veteran Classes (7-10 Bitch Class) / Award of Merit
CH. SOYARA’S CHANTILLY LACE, JC
Owners: Prudence and Dr. Gregory Hlasky

Reserve Winners Dog (Bred By Exhibitor Class)
MAJENKIR PROUD OF HIMSELF
Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

Dogs, 9 months and under 12
GLADKII VETER PORSCHE CARRERA
Breeder: Karen Johnson and Julia Johnson. By DC Gladkii Veter Lightning Bolt, SC – Gladkii Veter Jitterbug, SC.
Owners: Roy Silguero and Curtis Judd
Dogs, 12 months and under 18
RISING STAR KAJAI PRIAM
Breeder: Nadine A. Johnson and Kathryn and James F. Wright.
By Ch. Warwind Journey Into Night – Ch. Rising Star’s Nofreatery.
Owner: Nadine A. Johnson

Dogs, Novice
SOYARA’S SINGER OF SONGS ESAR
Breeder: Prudence Hlatky and Sabrina Rhodes. By Ch. J.A.Y.
Owners: Prudence and Dr. Gregory Hlatky

Dogs, American Bred
SILKENSWIFT STARDUST, JC
Breeder: Bonnie Dalzell. By Silkenswift Black Aster, SC – Silkenswift
Midnite Whirlwind, JC.
Owner: Bonnie Dalzell

Dogs, Open
WIND ‘N SATIN TY SLEZI OF VETER
Breeder: Mary Childs. By Ch. Osdow Av Fjascho, JC – DC Wind ‘n
Satin Ty Kaa, SC.
Owners: W. Aaron Rowlette and Mary Childs

Bitches, 6 months and under 9
KANSAI’Z ALL THAT ATTITUDE
Breeder: Karen Murray. By Ch. Osdow Av Fjascho, JC – Ch.
Kansai’z Call To My Heart.
Owners: Jean Patten and Janice McMinn
Dogs, Veterans 7 years & under 10
CH. ZIMISTRAIJA MOZART PLAY FOR SV'SHIN, JC

Bitches, American Bred
FC SILKENSWIFT LADY IN RED, SC
Breeder: Bonnie Dalzell. By FC Mielikki Somebody T'Luv, SC – Silkenswift Midnite Whirlwind, JC. Owner: Rebecca Peters-Campbell and Melissa Pearce

Bitches, Open
WIND 'N SATIN TY OSEN OF SLEZI, JC
Breeder: Mary Childs. By Ch. Osdow Av Fjascho, JC - DC Wind 'n Satin Ty Kaa, SC. Owner: Sandra Moore

Bitches, Novice
ARIA'S THE DAWN RIDER, JC

Bitches, 9 months and under 12
KYROV'S CUP CAKE

Bitches, 12 months and under 18
ROMANOC FUNNY CIDE OF NEW MOON
Breeder: Kris Woddail and Cynthia Lastauckas. By Coburn's Survivor – Ch. Romanec Color Full Swing New Moon, SC, CGC. Owner: Kris Woddail

Bitches, 9 months and under 12
KYROV'S CUP CAKE

Bitches, Novice
ARIA'S THE DAWN RIDER, JC

Bitches, Open
WIND 'N SATIN TY OSEN OF SLEZI, JC
Breeder: Mary Childs. By Ch. Osdow Av Fjascho, JC - DC Wind 'n Satin Ty Kaa, SC. Owner: Sandra Moore

Bitches, American Bred
FC SILKENSWIFT LADY IN RED, SC
Breeder: Bonnie Dalzell. By FC Mielikki Somebody T'Luv, SC – Silkenswift Midnite Whirlwind, JC. Owner: Rebecca Peters-Campbell and Melissa Pearce

Bitches, 9 months and under 12
KYROV'S CUP CAKE

Bitches, Novice
ARIA'S THE DAWN RIDER, JC

Bitches, Open
WIND 'N SATIN TY OSEN OF SLEZI, JC
Breeder: Mary Childs. By Ch. Osdow Av Fjascho, JC - DC Wind 'n Satin Ty Kaa, SC. Owner: Sandra Moore

Bitches, American Bred
FC SILKENSWIFT LADY IN RED, SC
Breeder: Bonnie Dalzell. By FC Mielikki Somebody T'Luv, SC – Silkenswift Midnite Whirlwind, JC. Owner: Rebecca Peters-Campbell and Melissa Pearce

Dogs, Veterans 7 years & under 10
CH. ZIMISTRAIJA MOZART PLAY FOR SV'SHIN, JC
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Dogs, Veterans 10 years and older
CH. WIND 'N SATIN KOMAZUAR
Breeder: Mary Childs. By Wind 'n Satin Dangerous Inxs – Ch. Wind 'n Satin 'n Red Sonja.
Owner: Karen Murray

Bitches, Veterans 10 years & older
CH. ROMANOC COLOR FULL SWING NEW MOON, SC, CGC
Breeder: Cynthia Lastaukas and B. Dalzell. By Ch. Romanoc Me Coska, CD, SC, CGC – Silkenswift Swingout Sister. SC.
Owner: Kris Woddail

Award of Merit
CH. RISING STAR’S LIBERTY BELLE

Award of Merit
CH. AVATAR INSIGHT, JC

Award of Merit
CH. TÉINE DEVIL MAY CARE
Breeder: Anne Midgarden. By Aviann Captain Zodiac – Téine Midnight Hellfire. Owner: Anne Midgarden (Bitch)

Award of Merit
DC VENTO DANZA POSEIDON, SC
Award of Merit

**CH. MONARCH RIDE THE RAIL**


Award of Merit

**CH. RAINMAKER FOREVER MORE, SC**

Breeder: Johanna Lind-Vilpponen. By Rainmaker Another Dream – Vilpertin Elegant Naja. Owners: Roger and Joyce Katona (Dog)

Award of Merit

**CH. OSDOW AV FJASCHO, JC**

Breeder: Bjarte Lien. By Coverdale’s Dimitroff – Fjora Av Fjascho. Owner: Karen Murray (Dog)

Award of Merit & Best Stud Dog

**DC SILKENSWIFT BLAZE’S DARKFIRE**


Best Brood Bitch

**CH. VALESKA AFTERGLOW, CGC**

Breeders: Rey and Yvonne McGehee. By Ch. Valeska Sailor Ripley – Renaissance Juno Beach. Owner: Carol Enz
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**Dogs, 6 months and under 9**


4. KYROV’S EVER AND ALWAYS OAKLARA. Breeders: Pat Murphy and Pam Hall. By Ch. Kyrov’s Ever After – Ch. Oaklara Maryushka. Owner: Amy L. Sorbie

**Dogs, 9 months and under 12**


4. TIMATUCK KHANZADE ZULU KING. Breeders: Marcia
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Dogs, 12 months and under 18
2 KATUSHKA’S ROCK STAR. Breeder: Joyce E. Law. By Ch. J.A.Y. JP Rairin at Meyta – Ch. Katushka-Kyrov’s Splash, CGC. Owner: Joyce E. Law
3 ORION’S CHEVALIER ROL SOLEIL. Breeder: Ken Terry. By Kansai’z Calling Card – Gladkii Vet Wildhunt C’est Cela, JC. Owner: Mark A. Rice

Dogs, Novice

Dogs, Bred By Exhibitor
3 AVIANN NITRO MILLENNIUS. Breeder: Vanni Clements. By Ch. Aviann Honor N’ Glory – Aviann Meteor Ile. Owner: Vanni Clements
4 CAZIMIR’S INSTANT WINNER. Breeders: Trudi Jensen and Amy L. Sorbie. By Ch. Cazimir’s Duel in the Sun – Cazimir’s Una Birklitz. Owner: Trudi Jensen

Dogs, American Bred
4 WIND ’N SATIN TY SLEZI OF LYED. Breeder: Mary Childs. By Ch. Osdow Av Fjascho, JC - DC Wind ’n Satin Ty Kaa, SC. Owner: Susan Van de Water

Dogs, Open
2 RADOST RAVENSWOOD OF VIENTO. Breeders: Barbara Binder and Lynda Gillaspey. By Ch. Kenai’s Aldebaran – Ch. Santa Clara del Viento, JC. Owners: Keith and Janice Shirkey
3 KRISTULL RADIUM OF RYHKA, JC. Breeders: Diana Darling and Mary Childs. By Flaurine’s El Abyarrio de Ryhka – Kristull Javanice of Ryhka, SC. Owner: Diana Darling

Bitches, 6 months and under 12
2 REGIUS STARS WILL ALIGN. Breeders: Doreen Carlstad and Carol McHugh. By Ch. Regius The Soul of Osiris – Perchotin’s Czarina Catherina. Owner: Doreen Carlstad

Bitches, 12 months and under 18
3 TEINE UNCONTROLLED DESIRE. Breeder: Anne Midgarden, DVM. By Elbur Kalinow – Ch. Teine Abracadabra. Owner: Linda Turner
4 LYTLE GOLDEN FLEECE. Breeder: Melanie Richards. By Ch. Lythe Moulin Rouge – Lythe Mississippi Mermaid. Owner: Lydia W. Pruett

Bitches, Novice
2 ORION’S PIERDIE FISCEK. Breeder: Ken Terry. By Kansai’z Calling Card – Gladkii Vet Wildhunt C’est Cela, JC. Owner: Liz Green
3 VITRINA ROCKY ROAD TO VICTORY. Breeder: Valori Vig Trantanella. By Ch. Vitrina Rocky Mountain High – Ch. L’Etoile Du Nord. Owners: Danielle Ponsal and Valori Vig Trantanella

Bitches, Bred By Exhibitor
2 CAZIMIR’S IRISH CREME. Breeders: Trudi Jensen and Amy L. Sorbie. By Ch. Cazimir’s Duel in the Sun – Cazimir’s Una Birklitz. Owner: Trudi Jensen
4 FC AU DRUID BREMEN’S TECHNETIUM OF RYHKA, SC. Breeder: Diana Darling. By Mayberry Au Druid Bremen of Kyrov, JC – FC Kristull Rhenium of Ryhka, SC. Owner: Diana Darling

Bitches, American Bred
2 JUBILEE DUNAMAI SOZO. Breeders: Cindi and Paul Gredys. By Ch. Wind ’n Satin Komazuar – Ch. Kyrov’s Jubilante Hallelujah. Owner: Cynthia Gredys

Bitches, Open
3 AVIANN NOTORIOUS ZOE TEINE. Breeder: Anne Midgarden. By Aviann Captain Zodiac – Teine Midnight Hellfire. Owner: Vanni Clements
4 PROMISE STAR GLOW OF KYROV. Breeders: Jackie Corsette, Wayne Rowe and Sara Whittington. By Chataqua’s Flame of Promise – Ch. Chataqua’s Promise Symphony Kyrov. Owners: Amy L. Sorbie and Jackie Corsette
As I mentioned at the awards dinner following my judging, we have one Borzoi breed standard. We use the same breed standard for our conformation Borzoi and the same breed standard for our Borzoi bred for performance. Therefore I judged accordingly.

For me correct Borzoi breed type equals Borzoi style plus structural soundness. I like a Borzoi with a pleasing style but also see beauty in a Borzoi that is structurally sound. That is how I can appreciate dogs of different styles and one will find dogs of different styles in my final lineup.

After judging our national, I must say our breed is in very good hands. I was impressed with the overall caliber of the entry.

Overall the entry had: pleasing heads, correct bites, correct width in front, correct sighthound forehead. Few had missing teeth. Side movement was better than the down and back.

Areas I felt we should improve upon: follow thru after he won this class I was able to relax, if not, then one would have had to move in the right gait.

Afterglow, CGC first and I placed Ch. Adrienne Serenade in Blue second. Both were excellent individuals as were their get.

In my Best of Breed class I had a nice entry of outstanding Borzoi. I narrowed the class down to 5 males and 5 females. Best of Opposite Sex went to a handsome male named Ch. Zabava Mercury, JC. I liked his length of leg, flowing lines, balance, muscling, movement and head structure. My other four males that made the cut were also excellent and met my requirements of having their fronts under them, being balanced in motion and repose and had correct tail carriage. However, one male needed more maturity, another had a shorter upper arm, another I would have liked more forechest and one could improve upon his down and back.

Best in Veterans Class winner, Ch. Soyara’s Chantilly Lace, JC, was a standout in my Veterans class. She made it to my final line up.

Ch. Rising Star’s Liberty Belle was my third AOM. What a breath-taking bitch. I could not fault her standing or in motion. This is the first time in my judging I have faulted an individual for being out of coat. I have given specialty wins to individuals completely out of coat but on this day I had to narrow my field to one individual and I could only fault this first class bitch on blowing her coat. What a shame.

My second AOM was Ch. Avatar Insight, JC. I liked her length of leg, topline, neck and her balance standing and in motion. I do not like to keep repeating myself but these last three bitches all had the qualities that I was looking for. I hate to fault such an outstanding Borzoi but again I am writing about my thoughts while judging this class. I would have scored her down and back a 10 out of 10 but when put up against my BOB winner I dropped her to 9.9 out of 10.

My Best of Breed winner was Ch. Majenkir My Fantastasia. She met my criteria for what I was looking for as mentioned above. I was impressed with her balance in motion and repose, having her legs under her withers, correct forechest, good depth of chest, correct tail carriage and pleasing flowing lines. I mentioned how the down and back was a common area needing improvement in my overall entry. On this day, this bitch’s down and back was perfect. It was a difficult decision but I was pleased to award her Best of Breed.

As a breeder I know the importance of breed style (type) but also the importance of structural soundness. Style (type) can be bred in one generation but structural soundness takes
Best Junior Showman (Open Intermediate)

AMELIA GREDDS

JUBILEE FLAMING SWORD O’EDEN. Breeders: Cindi and Paul Gredys. By Ch. Renaissance General Patton, CD, JC, CGC – Ch. Kyrov’s Jubilante Hallelujah, CGC. Owners: Cindi Gredys and Laura Hyatt

Novice

MATTHEW KOENIG

TOP FLIGHT MIDNIGHT DREAM.

Breeder: Suzanne Newsom, DVM.

By Ch. Khanzade’s Winter Intrigue – Ch. Top Flight Unattenuated.

Owners: Suzanne Newsom, DVM and Matthew Koenig

Open Senior

JENNIFER BATSON

CH. GAVRIL DANGEROUS CURVES. Breeders: Mike and Shirley Rehberg and Rachel Rehberg Gongre. By Ch. Camelot Remington Steele – Gavril Bewitched. Owners: Mike and Shirley Rehberg, Rachel Rehberg Gongre and Jennifer Batson

OPEN INTERMEDIATE


3 DANIELLE POMASL. VITRINA ROCKY ROAD TO VICTORY.

Breeder: Valori Vig Trantanella. By Ch. Vitrina Rocky Mountain High – Ch. L’Etoile Du Nord. Owners: Danielle Pomasl and Valori Vig Trantanella

4 RACHEL HUNT. SVORA’S GALLANT FOX. Breeders: Shirley and Michael McFadden. By Ch. Zimistraija Mozart Play for SV’Shin, JC – Ch. Svora’s String of Pears, JC. Owner: Krista Hunt, DVM (Daughter)
High in Obedience Trial (Novice Class B, score 196)

**DC AVALON JUNGLE FEVER, CD, SC**

Breeders: Sandra Moore, Paula Moore and Diana Darling. By FC Silkenswift Camus Dark Realm, SC – Ch. Willowwinds Love At First Site, JC. 
Owners: Sandra Moore and Paula Moore

Open B, score 195 / Award of Merit

**NICKOLAI SOVAS PREKHOTE, CDX**


Award of Merit (Open B)

**CH. VIRSHINA ROSE OF PARADISE, CDX, SC, CGC**

Breeder: Chris Bradley. By Ch. Virshina Renaissance Korbel, JC, Ch. Virshina Fireside Glow, CDX, NAJ, CGC. Owners: Todd and Toby Brandman and Chris Bradley
many generations to correct. So we are back to where I started at the beginning of this critique when I said I can see beauty in a Borzoi that is structurally sound.

In closing I would like to say that everyone was very gracious towards me. I realize emotions are running strong in a class by the time I point to the winner but I did appreciate how I was treated with respect and want to say thanks. I smile inside when I hear comments made that ‘Jim would never put up a dog from such and such a kennel’ or ‘Jim would never put up a dog with that color’ etc. All I can say is that an outstanding Borzoi can be shown by a novice or an experienced handler. An outstanding Borzoi can be of any color and carry any kennel name. An outstanding Borzoi can be bred in any country. A fair judge should leave all personal prejudices outside of the ring. When he is in the ring he should just judge dogs. That is what I tried to do. Thanks again for the honor of judging our National. §

Conformation Judge’s Critique continued
Best in Puppy Sweeps (Bitch, 6-9 Months)

**KANSAI'Z ALL THAT ATTITUDE**

Breeder: Karen Murray. By Ch. Osdow Av Fjascho, JC – Ch. Kansai'z Call To My Heart. Owners: Jean Patten and Janice McMinn

Best Opposite Sex In Puppy Sweeps (Dog, 15-18 Months)

**RISING STAR KAJAI PRIAM**

Puppy Sweepstakes Dogs, 6 months & under 9
**WIND 'N SATIN WICKEDLY SINFUL**
Breeders: A. Rowlett and M. Childs. By Wind 'n Satin Ty Slezi of Veter – Wind 'n Satin Xaclyrite. Owner: M. Childs

Puppy Sweepstakes Dogs, 9 months & under 12
**REGIUS TEST FOR ECHO**

Puppy Sweepstakes Dogs, 12 months & under 15
**FOXCROFT TRAJAN BY DOLINA**

Puppy Sweepstakes Bitches, 9 months & under 12
**MAJENKIR RAYNBO'S SILVER CAMEO**

Puppy Sweepstakes Bitches, 15 months & under 18
**ORION’S PIPER HEIDSIECK**
Breeders: Ken Terry. By Kanzai’z Calling Card – Gladkii Veter Wldhunt C’est Cela, JC. Owner: Liz Green

Puppy Sweepstakes Bitches, 12 months & under 15
**KATZ CHAOTIC CLARE**
Breeders: Kitty G. Sawyer. By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC – Ch. Katz Mississippi Queen. Owners: Kitty G. and James Sawyer
**Puppy Sweepstakes Dogs, 6 months & under 8**


**Puppy Sweepstakes Dogs, 9 months & under 12**


**Puppy Sweepstakes Dogs, 12 months & under 15**


**Puppy Sweepstakes Dogs, 15 months & under 18**


**Puppy Sweepstakes Bitches, 6 months & under 8**


**Puppy Sweepstakes Bitches, 7 months & under 10**


**Puppy Sweepstakes Bitches, 8 months & under 12**


**Puppy Sweepstakes Bitches, 9 months & under 12**


**Puppy Sweepstakes Bitches, 10 months & under 15**


**Puppy Sweepstakes Bitches, 11 months & under 15**


**Puppy Sweepstakes Bitches, 12 months & under 18**


All casual photos by Kemp Photography except as indicated.
Best in Veteran Sweeps (Dogs, 7 years and under 8)

**CH. ZIMISTRAIA MOZART PLAY FOR SV’SHIN, JC.**


Best Opposite Sex in Veteran Sweeps (Bitches, 8 years and under 9)

**CH. KYROV KINOBI DANCING STAR, JC**

Breeders: Amy Sorbie, Sara Whittington and Wayne Rowe. By Ch. Attaway Shooting Star Crescent – Ch. Rising Star’s Ivana. Owner: Rebecca Peters-Campbell
Veteran Sweepstakes Dogs, 8 years & under 9
CH. RISING STAR CONQUISTADOR, CGC

Veteran Sweepstakes Dogs, 9 years & under 10
DC NITESHADE’S POTASSIUM OF RYHKA, MC
Breeder: Diana Darling. By Wind ‘n Satin Niteshade of Ryhka, SC – Cesium’s Iodine of Ryhka, JC. Owners: Diana Darling and Paul Anuta

Veteran Sweepstakes Dogs, 10+ years
DC WIND ‘N SATIN LEGENDMASTER, CD, SC
Breeders: Lynn Wall and Mary Childs. By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Black Legacy, CD, SC – Birchwood Silver Legend. Owner: Lynn Wall

Veteran Sweepstakes Bitches, 7 years & under 8
CH. KRISTULL JJONES CINDERELLA, CGC

Veteran Sweepstakes Bitches, 9 years & under 10
CH. WIND ‘N SATIN MIKALA LILAC RDGE
Breeders: Mary Childs and Marg Bray. By Ch. Knapovich Diavolo of JEM, CD – Ch. Lilac’s Diamonds and Rust. Owners: Mary Childs and Donald and Karen Kostishack

Veteran Sweepstakes Bitches, 10+ years
CH. GREYHAVEN HOLLY
Breeders: Muri lyn Polsfuss and Wayne Miller. By Ch. Greyhaven the Pendragon – Ch. Insight’s Hecuva. Owner: Lydia W. Pruett
Thank you to all the BCOA members and the exhibitors who showed in the 2005 BCOA Sweepstakes in Texas. The overall quality of Borzoi was superb; it was a pleasure to feel so many dogs in hard running condition. The ultimate honour was having Dr. Asa and Karen Mays as the excellent ring stewards. My deepest gratitude to them for enabling my judging to proceed smoothly and so enjoyably.

### Puppy Dogs

1) 6-9 WIND N’ SATIN WICKLY SINFUL...eye-catching, just turned 6 month old, light on his feet and wonderfully handled. Black sable with tan points.

1) 9-12 REGIUS TEST FOR ECHO...an impressive rich red mahogany brindle and white, powerful and well muscled, ground covering movement.

1) 12-15 FOXCROFT TRAJAN BY DOLINA...nearly self red sable captivated me from the moment he moved around the ring. Although out of his puppy coat, he was well angled, sound all around and had ground covering stride.

1) 15-18 RISING STAR KAJAI PRIAM... golden brindle and white, very pleasing overall appearance, excellent head and neck, very strong rear assembly with light reaching movement and a delightfully long tail. This fine male was BOS.

### Puppy Bitches

1) 6-9 KANSAI’Z ALL THAT ATTITUDE...This was a huge class brimming with quality. Rising to the top of the class was this red and white 6 month old. A perfectly balanced bitch with excellent front and rear assembly. Small ears, black pigment and dark eyes, she never put a foot down wrong and just demanded my attention. It was a sheer pleasure and delight to award this puppy BEST IN SWEEPSTAKES.

9-12 MAJENKIR RAYNBO’S SILVER CAMEO... An exquisite silver brindle and ice white, an eye filling package. Shown perfectly by her handler, she stood out with her beautiful silhouette, showing a fine headpiece, strong arched neck, well laid back shoulder assembly flowing smoothly to her well angulated rear. She excelled in sidegait.

12-15 ORION’S PIPER HEIDSIECK... a tall spotted tri with heavy ticking, an elegant bitch, well conditioned, lovely long neck, moved very well.

15-18 KATZ CHAOTIC CLARE...a lovely fire red and white, excellent pigment, small tight ears, a ground covering stride with a very pleasing outline.

### VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES 2005

It was very difficult to choose only one Veteran in each class with so many fine quality dogs present. It was an incredible experience to go over so many excellent adults.

An exceptional male caught my eye for BIS: CH ZIMISTRAIJA MOZART PLAY FOR SV’S HIN, JC... clear red and white, well coated, black pigment with large white teeth, this outstanding male was not only a pleasure to look at and feel he also was a fine mover. His sidegait was strong and powerful and his down and back was true, he was shown to perfection. A very exciting dog.

BOS CH KYROV KINOB’S DANCING STAR, JC...her name says it all...beautiful from every angle, this well coated apricot and white bitch really covered ground with ease, exuding Borzoi type to fill the eye.
Best in Futurity (Dogs - 6 months & under 9 months / Best Junior Dog)
RAVENNA OWNS MY HEART
Breeder: Caryl Dumaine. By Ch. Ksar My Komet at Anotak, JC – Ch. Winterwind Beyond Th Willows. Owner: Caryl Dumaine

Best Opposite Sex in Futurity (Bitches - 9 months & under 12 months / Best Junior Bitch)
FOLLY QTR'S SVETLANA ZOVANOVA
Breeder: Maggie Rice. By Ch. Astara's Lasting Impression Lido - Ch. Snowgriffin's Zima Visalka, SC. Owner: Maggie Rice
Dogs - 9 months & under 12 months
REGIUS TEST FOR ECHO

Best Senior Dog (15 months & under 18 months)
MAJENKIR PROUD OF HIMSELF

Dogs - 12 months & under 15 months
RISING STAR DIPAULS BRIGADOON

Dogs - 18 months & under 21 months
WIND 'N SATIN TY SLEZI OF VETER
Breeder: Mary Childs. By Ch. Osdow Av Fjascho, JC - DC Wind 'n Satin Ty Kaa, SC. Owners: W. Aaron Rowlette and Mary Childs

Bitches - 6 months & under 9 months
VIRSHINA HOPE OF PARADISE
Breeders: Todd and Toby Brandtman and Christine Bradley. By Bokhara Starship of Paradise, JC – Ch. Virshina Rose of Paradise, CDX, SC. Owners: Todd and Toby Brandtman

Bitches - 12 months & under 15 months
RISING STAR DIPAULS SHOW BOAT
Best Senior Bitch (15 months & under 18 months)

KANSAI’Z ELSA

Bitches - 18 months & under 21 months

WIND ’N SATIN TY OSEN OF SLEZI, JC
Breeder: Mary Childs. By Ch. Osdow Av Fjascho, JC - DC Wind ’n Satin Ty Kaa, SC. Owner: Sandra Moore

Bitches - 21 months & under 24 months

JUBILEE DUMANAI SOZO

Best Stud Dog in Futurity

CH. VALESKA WILDER SHORES OF LOVE, CGC
Breeder: Rey and Yvonne McGehee. By Valeska Black Granite – Ch. New Moon Rasakovite Revealed. Owners: Carol Enz, Rey McGehee and Linda Turner

Dogs - 21 months & under 24 months

DC VENTO DANZA AUSTRI, SC

Dogs - 9 months & under 12 months

2 MAJENKIR METALLIC COLT Breeder: Karen Staadt-Cartabona. By Ch. Majenkir Nearctic – Bookstor Vanity Fair O’Majenkir. Owner: Karen Staadt-Cartabona
3. FOLLY QTRS’ DOBRO ROMUL. Breeder: Maggie Rice. By Ch. Astara’s Lasting Impression Lido - Ch. Snowgriffin’s Zima Visalka, SC. Owner: Maggie Rice

4. FOLLY QTRS’ SUJISTOK MYDREY. Breeder: Maggie Rice. By Ch. Astara’s Lasting Impression Lido - Ch. Snowgriffin’s Zima Visalka, SC. Owner: Maggie Rice

**Dogs - 12 months & under 15 months**

2. RISING STAR DIPAULS PHANTOM. Breeders: Nadine A. Johnson, Paul J. and Diane Spohn. By Ch. Rising Star Conquistador, CGC - Ch. Octavia De Nikolaiev. Owner: Joe E. Rogers

3. FOXCROFT TRAJAN BY DOLINA. Breeder: Susan L. Jacobsen. By Ch. Foxcroft Fomishka Pelayo - Ch. SarShanSa Sumatra. Owners: Susan L. Jacobson and Angela and Peter San Paolo


**Dogs - 15 months & under 18 months**


**Dogs - 18 months & under 21 months**

2. KYROV LEREAU KISS N TELL. Breeder: Amy Sorbie. By Ch. Chataqua’s Sparkle of Kyrov – Ch. Windlord’s Radiance of Kyrov. Owners: Ruth Herrmann and Amy Sorbie

3. SIR LANCELOT OF PARADISE VALLEY. Breeders: Todd and Toby Brandman. By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC – Ch. Royale Shalimar of Kyrov, CD, JC. Owners: Todd and Toby Brandman and Maggie and Joe Michael

4. WIND ‘N SATIN TY SLEZI OF LYED. Breeder: Mary Childs. By Ch. Osdow Av Fjascho, JC - DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Kaa, SC. Owner: Susan Van de Water

**Dogs - 21 months & under 24 months**


**Bitches - 9 months & under 12 months**


**Bitches - 12 months & under 15 months**

2. RISING STAR DIPAULS TZEITEL. Breeders: Nadine A. Johnson, Paul J. and Diane Spohn. By Ch. Rising Star Conquistador, CGC - Ch. Octavia De Nikolaiev. Owner: Janet N. Browne


**Bitches - 15 months & under 18 months**


**Bitches - 16 months & under 21 months**


**Bitches - 18 months & under 21 months**


**Bitches - 21 months & under 24 months**

2. RENAISSANCE STONES OF IRON. Breeder: Chris Swilley. By Ch. Ontime Red Sky At Night - Ch. Renaissance Normandy Coast. Owner: Chris Swilley
I want to begin by thanking the breeders for selecting me to judge the Futurity at the 2005 Borzoi National Specialty. It was a great honor to judge such a prestigious event.

To prepare for the judging assignment I carefully studied and restudied the Borzoi standard to familiarize myself to as great a degree as possible with the expected structural qualities of the perfect Borzoi. I also have more than 20 years of experience in coursing Borzoi in the open field on hare, fox and coyote. I have learned from considerable first hand experience what are essential qualities of a solid and successful coursing Borzoi.

Based on the breed standard and supported by what I have witnessed in the open field, Borzoi need particular structural qualities to chase, catch and hold their quarry. Special emphasis is placed on sound running gear, a strong neck and jaws, agility, courage, and proper conditioning. Any deviation that negatively affects these basic qualities must be penalized to the extent that they limit the dogs’ ability to achieve the basic overall purpose of the breed (which is coursing).

The majority of the puppies entered in the Futurity had good feet and good pads. There were a few flat feet and a few splayed toes. Bites were generally very good as were teeth, jaws and necks. A few exhibited gay tails and while this is a fault in the breed standard I have not witnessed this condition to cause a Borzoi to run more slowly. The most significant conformation issues that I encountered include the following: 1) some of the entrants were too big. The statement in the standard on size (… size should not be penalized as long as it is not acquired at the expense of symmetry, speed and staying quality) is there for a reason. Experience bears out the standard; dogs that are too big are not competitive in the open field, 2) some displayed croups that were too steep, 3) some did not have good fronts, 4) some were over angulated or improperly angulated, 5) some had straight pasterns or high hocks, 6) some had incorrect loin placement and 7) some were slab-sided.

There were two classes which contained many excellent specimens. The six to nine month puppy bitch class and the nine to twelve month puppy bitch class were exceptional. These classes had many superior examples of the perfect Borzoi and were a testament to their breeders.

Each of my winners, at least to my eyes, exhibited the qualities that are absolutely necessary for sound running Borzoi. These were powerful dogs of proper size, good angulation, solid fronts, sound feet, correct croup and loin placement, good chest rib spring, excellent movement and proper conditioning.

Ravenna Owns My Heart nudged out FollyQtr’s Svetlana Zoyanovna for top honors as Best Puppy in Futurity. This puppy dog possessed all of the necessary attributes of a sound running borzoi. I was especially impressed with this dog’s long, very muscular, and powerful hindquarters.

---

**LGRA FINAL RESULTS**

**ORDER OF FINISH**

1. Kazan
2. Mir
3. Damien
4. Kass
5. Boudreaux
6. Darius
7. Doodle
8. Tamar
9. Saracen
10. Kiev
11. Ambassador
12. Firefly
13. Portia
14. Ritzy
15. Phi
16. Candy
17. Dreamer
18. Fay
19. Rover
20. Ouragon
21. Umnik
22. Magik
23. Scarlet
24. Justin
25. Dragon
26. Flareon
27. Tori
Best in Triathlon

DC Avalon Jungle Fever, CD, SC, FCH

Breeders: Sandra Moore, Paula Moore and Diana Embry. By FC Silkenswift Camus Dark Realm, SC – Ch. Willowwinds Love At First Site, JC.

 Owners: Sandra Moore and Paula Moore

2005 BCOA Triathlon Score Sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entrant</th>
<th>Obedience Base</th>
<th>Obedience Bonus</th>
<th>Conformation Base</th>
<th>Conformation Bonus</th>
<th>Lure Coursing Base</th>
<th>Lure Coursing Bonus</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jubilee Dunmai Sozo, “Portia”</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Virshina Rose of Paradise, CDX, SC, CGC, “Lena”</td>
<td>89.0...........</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>71.0......</td>
<td>57.75..... 5</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>57.75..... 5</td>
<td>271.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Del Sol Algol, SC, LCM2, GRC, CGC, “Demon”</td>
<td>59.0...........</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>150.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 DC Avalon Jungle Fever, CD, SC, F.Ch., TT, “Tarzan”</td>
<td>80.0...........</td>
<td>73.0...........</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>271.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Del Sol Lord of the Dance, SC, LCM, “Danceman”</td>
<td>70.0...........</td>
<td>73.0...........</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>173.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Ch. Rainmaker Forever More, SC, “Cloud”</td>
<td>87.0...........</td>
<td>75.75..... 5</td>
<td>75.75..... 5</td>
<td>236.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>262.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch.Svora’s Supermodel, “Chassa”</td>
<td>79.0...........</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>236.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Ch. Jubilee’s Heavenly Creation, SC, “Tamar”</td>
<td>92.0...........</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>262.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Ch. Royale Shalimar of Kyrov, CD, “Shalimar”</td>
<td>85.0...........</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>246.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Best Costume: Shirley McFadden as Cleopatra, with her servants and prized chariot horse.

Honorable Mention: Paul Spohn as Count Dracula.

Charlotte & Katerina Winkeler (original Russian costumes).

Jennifer Boswell.

Honorable Mention: Geisha Girl Tomomi Mikawa.

Most Humorous Costume: Kitty Sawyer (see casual shots on page 45, bottom left. No “stacked” photo available).
CH. SOYARA’S CHANTILLY LACE, JC
Owners: Prudence & Dr. Gregory Hlatky

CH. RISING STAR WING OF THE STORM
Owners: Laurie Courtney

PRUDENCE HLATKY & SABRINA RHODES

FC TSARYTSIN ENTZUCKEN REISE, MC, LCS, LCM
Owners: Ronny Blackstock & Kerie Hudson

FC MAYBERRY’S GONE WITH THE WIND, LCM 4, GRC
Owner: Pam Mayberry, DVM
BCOA 2004

**Top Obedience Borzoi**

**CH. TÉINE INTRINSIC CD, JC, NA, NAJ**
Owners: Rich & June Mintchell & Anna Midgarden, DVM

**Top Versatility Borzoi**

**CH. JUBILEE BREATH OF LIFE, CD, JC, FCH., CGC**
Owner: Cindi Gredys

**Top Open Field Coursers**

**DC TÉINE PHOENIXX FIERY FANTASTIA, FC**
Owner: Anne Midgarden, DVM

**Top Junior Handler**

**STUART McGRAW**